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1. Introduction
Traditionally, discretization in Riemannian geometry is associated with triangu-
lations and other polyhedral approximations. is approach works perfectly well
in dimension two but meets a number of obstacles in higher dimensions. It is now
clear, due to works of Cheeger, Petrunin, Panov and others (see [7, 14, 13, 12]) that
in dimensions beyond three polyhedral structures are too rigid to serve as discrete
models of Riemannian spaceswith curvature bounds. In some applications, we get
a Riemannian manifold as a cloud of points with approximate distances between
them, see e.g. [11], [4]. It appears that point clouds arising as discretizations of Rie-
mannianmanifolds can be eectively distinguished from arbitrary ones. is issue
will be addressed elsewhere. For triangulations, even the problem of determining
whether a given simplicial complex is a topological manifold is algorithmically
undecidable (see e.g. [15, §6.2] for a simple proof).
In a few papers, we will try to discuss approximating Riemannian manifolds by
graphs, of course with additional structures and various boundedness conditions.
Here we show that the spectrum of a suitable graph Laplacian gives a reasonable
approximation to the spectrum of the Riemannian Laplace–Beltrami operator. e
key dierence with nite element and similar methods (see e.g. [8], [9] and an
interesting recent work [3]) is that in our construction the set of vertices is an
arbitrary net as long as it is dense enough. ere are no local regularity constraints
and we use only very rough data.
Let us note that we look at the problem from the viewpoint of spectral (Rie-
mannian) geometry. On the other hand, similar problems of course have been
receiving a lot of attention from numerical analysts. e most closely related for-
mulations can be found in the above mentioned [4], however it gives only a prob-
abilistic result with no constructive suggestion of how one decides which point
clouds do the job. An ideologically close (but still rather dierent) approach can
be found in [6] and references therein.
We do not discuss numerical and computational aspects of our results. In the
level of justication, our proofs seem to be relatively technical. Still, it seems that
practical implementation of computational methods behind our theorems should
be a relatively easy task. We do not address this issue here but hope to do this else-
where. Let us just mention that we start with an arbitrary approximation of our
Riemannian manifold by a nite metric-measure space. en we associate to this
approximation a (sparse) matrix in the most straightforward way. In particular,
in Section 8 we describe some way of assigning to a given "-net on a Riemann-
ian manifold a proper graph approximation. Once the matrix is constructed, its
eigenvalues turn out to be very good approximations to those of the Riemannian
Laplacian.
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LetM n be a compact Riemannian manifold (without boundary) and X  M
a nite "-net. e geodesic distance between x; y 2 M is denoted by d.x; y/ or
simply jxyj. Given such X and  > 0, one constructs a proximity graph  D
.X; /: the set of vertices of the graph is X , and two vertices are connected by
an edge if and only if d.x; y/ < . In our set-up, we assume that "   and
 is suciently small so that -balls in M are (bi-Lipschitz) close to Euclidean.
In addition, we assign weights to vertices and edges of  as explained below.
en there is a graph Laplacian operator associated with this structure, see (1.3).
Our goal is to approximate the eigenvalues k.M/ the Laplace–Beltrami operator
onM by eigenvalues k./ of the graph Laplacian.
is kind of problems were studied before. Fujiwara [10] showed that, if X
is an "-separated "-net and  D 5", then the eigenvalues of (unweighted) graph
Laplacian of the proximity graph after proper normalization satisfy
C 1n k.M/  k./  Cnk.M/
where Cn > 0 is a constant depending only on n D dimM . Belkin and Niyogi [4]
considered random, uniformly distributed nets inM and showed that, for a suitable
choice of edge weights (depending on distances), the spectrum of the resulting
graph Laplacian converges to the spectrum ofM in the probability sense.
In this paper we present a construction that works for an arbitrary net. e
“density” of the net may vary from one region to another. To compensate for this,
we need to introduce weights on vertices. ese weights determine a discrete mea-
sure on X and we essentially require that X approximatesM as a metric measure
space.
e construction. Let " > 0 and X D ¹xiºNiD1 be a nite "-net inM . We denote
by Br.x/ the closed metric ball of radius r centered at x 2M . We assume that X
is equipped with a discrete measure DPiıxi which approximates the volume
ofM in the following sense.
Denition 1.1. A measure  on X is an "-approximation of volume vol onM if
there exist a partition of M into measurable subsets Vi , i D 1; : : : ; N , such that
Vi  B".xi / and vol.Vi / D i for every i .
In this case we also say that the pair .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/.
Every "-net X in M can be equipped with such a measure. For example, let
¹Viº be the Voronoi decomposition of M with respect to X and i D vol.Vi /.
We discuss other constructions and some properties of Denition 1.1 in Section 8.
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In particular, we show that this denition is naturally related to weak convergence
of measures (see Remark 8.4).
Consider the space L2.X/ D L2.X; /, that is the N -dimensional space of
functions from X to R equipped with the following inner product:
hu; vi D hu; viL2.X/ D
X
iu.xi /v.xi/; (1.1)
or, equivalently, with a Euclidean norm given by
kuk2 D kuk2
L2.X/
D
X
i ju.xi /j2: (1.2)
We think of L2.X/ as a nite-dimensional approximation to L2.M/. For the sake
of brevity, we omit the index L2.X/ in most formulae in the paper.
We dene the following weighted graph  D .X; ; /. e set of vertices
is X , two vertices x; y 2 X are connected by an edge if and only if d.x; y/ < .
We write x  y for x; y 2 X if they are connected by an edge. Both vertices and
edges are weighted. e weight of a vertex xi is i . To an edge eij D .xi ; xj / we
associate a weight w.eij / D wij given by
wij D
2.nC 2/
nnC2
ij
where n is the volume of the unit ball in R
n. Note that wij D wj i .
We approximate the Riemannian Laplace–Beltrami operator  D M by the
weighted graph Laplacian  W L2.X/! L2.X/ dened by
.u/.xi / D
1
i
X
j Wxjxi
wij .u.xj /   u.xi //
D 2.nC 2/
nnC2
X
j Wxjxi
j .u.xj /   u.xi //:
(1.3)
e motivation behind this formula is the following. If u is a discretization of a
smooth function f W M ! R, then the latter sum is the discretization of an integral
over the ball B.xi /:
X
j Wxjxi
j .u.xj /   u.xi // 
Z
B.xi /
.f .x/   f .xi // dx;
and the normalization constant is chosen in such a way that the normalized integral
approachesf .xi/ as ! 0, see Section 2.3. It follows that the graph Laplacian
of the discretization of f approximates f if "  1.
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Remark 1.2. One can introduce weights on edges depending on their lengths. For
example, the above value of wij could be multiplied by '.
 1d.xi ; xj // where '
is a nonnegative non-increasing function on Œ0; 1. With a suitably adjusted nor-
malization constant, everything generalizes to this set-up in a straightforward way.
Probably a smart choice of ' can allow one to improve the rates of convergence.
e operator is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (1.1) onL
2.X/
and nonpositive denite, see Section 2.1. Let 0 D 1./  2./      N ./
be the eigenvalues of   and 0 D 1.M/  2.M/  : : : the eigenvalues of
 M .
Statement of the results. Let M D Mn.K;D; i0/ be the class of n-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds with absolute value of sectional curvature bounded by K,
diameter bounded byD and injectivity radius bounded below by i0.
roughout the paper, we denote by C various absolute constants whose pre-
cise value may vary from one occurrence to another (even within one formula).
We write Cn, CM, etc, to denote constants depending only on the respective pa-
rameters.
In some of the arguments we denote by ; 1; : : : , various “small” quantities
depending on ", , etc. ese notations are local and redened in each proof where
they are used.
e main result of the paper is the following
eorem 1. For every integer n  1 there exist positive constants Cn and cn such
that the following holds. Let M 2 M D Mn.K;D; i0/ and  D .X; ; / be a
weighted graph dened as above, where .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/,  < i0=2,
K2 < cn and "= < min¹1=n; 1=3º.
en for every k 2 ZC such that k.M/ < cn one has
jk./   k.M/j  Cn."=CK2/k.M/C Cnk.M/3=2: (1.4)
erefore
jk./   k.M/j  CM;k."=C /
provided that  < C 1
M;k
.
As a corollary, for every xed k we have k./ ! k.M/ as  ! 0 and
"

! 0 and the convergence is uniform over allM 2M.
e estimate (1.4) is a combination of Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 6.3
where we prove an upper and a lower bound, respectively, for k./ in terms
of k.M/. ese propositions also provide somewhat sharper estimates on the
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dierence k./   k.M/. e second assertion of eorem 1 follows from (1.4)
and the fact that for every xed k the eigenvalue k.M/ is uniformly bounded over
M 2M.
Our next result establishes convergence of eigenfunctions. Namely, it is possi-
ble to approximate an eigenfunction of M corresponding to an eigenvalue  by
a linear combination of eigenfunctions of  corresponding to eigenvalues close
to . e precise formulations are given in eorems 3 and 4 in Section 7. Here
we give only a special case of this result where  has multiplicity 1.
eorem 2. Let fk be a unit-norm eigenfunction of  M corresponding to an
eigenvalue k D k.M/ of multiplicity 1, and let
ı D min¹1; kC1   k; k   k 1º:
en, for suciently small  and "= (more precisely, if  C "= < C 1
M;k
ı), the
eigenvalue k./ of   also has multiplicity 1, and for a corresponding unit-
norm eigenvector uk we have
kPfk   ukkL2.X/  CM;kı 1 ."=C /;
kIuk   fkkL2.M/  CM;kı 1 ."=C /;
where the norm k  kL2.X/ is dened in (1.2) and the maps P W L2.M/ ! L2.X/
and I W L2.X/! C 0;1.M/ are discretization and interpolation dened in Deni-
tions 4.1 and 6.1, respectively.
eorem 2 is a special case ofeorem 4, which handles arbitrary multiplicity.
eorem 3 is another variant where an estimate is uniform over M (in particular,
it does not depend on the size of spectral gaps). However the rate of convergence
guaranteed by eorem 3 is not as good as in eorem 4.
Remarks on the proof. Let us note that the upper bound
lim supk./  k.M/ (1.5)
is nearly trivial. It follows from the fact that our graph Laplacian approximates
the function Laplacian for every smooth function. Indeed, let f1; : : : ; fk be or-
thonormal eigenfunctions of  M with eigenvalues 1.M/; : : : ; k.M/. It is
well known that the eigenfunctions are smooth (more precisely, their C 3 norms
are bounded by CM;k , see [2]). Let u1; : : : ; uk 2 L2.X/ be discretizations of
f1; : : : ; fk. (For smooth functions the precise denition of discretization does not
really matter; one can dene e.g. uj .xi / D fj .xi /.) Since the functions fj are
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smooth, their discrete functions uj associated to them are almost orthonormal in
L2.X/ and their discrete Laplacians.uj / are pointwise close to the Laplacians
Mfj . Hence
h uj ; uj i  h Mfj ; fj iL2 D j .M/
and therefore h u; ui . k.M/ for every u from the linear span of u1; : : : ; uk.
us we have a k-dimensional subspace of L2.X/ where the norm of the discrete
Diriclet energy functional (2.4) is bounded by approximately k.M/. By the min-
imax principle it follows that k./ . k.M/, in other words, (1.5) holds.
e proof of the upper bound in Sections 3 and 4 is dierent. We dene a
discretization map P W L2.M/ ! L2.X/ that makes sense for non-smooth func-
tions and show that this map almost preserves the L2 norm and almost does not
increase the Diriclet energy, on a bounded energy level (see Denition 4.1 and
Lemma 4.3). is argument does not require pointwise eigenfunction estimates
and yields sharper inequalities.
e lower bound (i.e., the inequality lim inf k./  k.M/) is more delicate.
Here good approximation of Laplacians of smooth functions is not sucient. For
example, consider a disjoint union  of two graphs 1 and 2 each of which
provides a good approximation of the function Laplacian. e graph Laplacian
approximates the function Laplacian as well as1 and2 do, but the spectrum
is dierent: every eigenvalue appears twice.
To prove the upper bound, we construct a map I W L2.X/! C 0;1.M/, called
the interpolation map, with properties similar to those of the discretization mapP ,
see Denition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2. is map is essentially a convolution with a cer-
tain kernel (the form of the kernel is essential for the estimate in Lemma 6.2(2)).
With this map, the proof of the lower bound is similar to that of the upper bound.
In addition, the maps P and I are almost inverse to each other on bounded
energy levels (Lemma 6.4). ese properties of P and I imply our eigenfunction
estimates (eorems 2, 3 and 4) by means of linear algebra arguments.
Remark 1.3. e input data to the construction are  > 0 and the nite metric
measure space .X; /. One naturally asks how sensitive are the resulting eigenval-
ues k./ to “measurement error” in these data. A small relative error in weights
i results in a relative error of the same order in theL
2.X/ and the discrete Dirich-
let energy (2.4) and hence to the eigenvalues. A small (of order ") variation of
distances in X changes the set of edges of : some edges of lengths  ˙ " may
be added or removed. e discrete Dirichlet energy and hence the eigenvalues
are clearly monotone with respect to adding edges. erefore the eigenvalues are
bounded above by those of the proximity graph dened by the parameter C " in
place of , up to a factor .1C "=/nC2. A similar argument yields a lower bound.
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Remark 1.4. e convergence of eigenvalues in eorem 1 is uniform on a larger
class of n-manifolds, namely those with bounded Ricci curvature and diameter
and injectivity radius separated from zero. Indeed, by [1] this class is pre-compact
in C 1;˛ (and hence Lipschitz) topology. is pre-compactness and convergence
for every individual manifold implies uniform convergence on the class. is can
be shown with an argument similar to one outlined in Remark 1.3.
Remark 1.5. If the weights i are constant (i.e., i D 0 WD vol.M/=N ), then
the edge weights in our construction are also constant. Hence the graph Laplacian
given by (1.3) is the ordinary (unweighted) graph Laplacian multiplied by a con-
stant. Also note that in this case the degree in the graph is almost constant (up to
a small relative error): the degree of every vertex approximately equals n
n=0.
Unweighted graph Laplacians has been studied much more thoroughly than
weighted ones. If necessary, one can make the weights constant (at the expense
of increasing the number of vertices) as follows. First approximate the weights
i by rational multiples of vol.M/ and let q be a common denominator of these
rationals. en replace every point xi with weighti D piq vol.M/ bypi points (at
almost the same location) with weights equal to vol.M/=q. e resulting metric
measure space approximates .M; vol/ as well as the original one do.
Remark 1.6. Although our point is to avoid triangulation of a manifold, let us
mention that triangulation-based techniques allow one to handle dierential form
Laplacians as well, see [9]. It is interesting whether a suitable generalization of a
graph Laplacian can be used for this purpose too. One can show that the spectrum
of the dierential form Laplacian is continuouswith respect to Gromov–Hausdor
topology on M. Hence a Gromov–Hausdor approximation of a manifold (such
as an "-net) determines dierential form Laplacian eigenvalues up to a small error.
However an explicit procedure of such determination is yet to be found.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2we collect various preliminaries. In Sec-
tion 3we prove some technical results about average dispersion in r-balls of a func-
tion f 2 L2.M/. is quantity, denoted by Er .f /, is used throughout the paper
as an intermediate step between Dirichlet energy in H 1.M/ and its discretiza-
tion. In Section 4 we dene the discretization map P and prove an upper bound
for the graph eigenvalues (Proposition 4.4). Section 5 is devoted to properties of
a smoothing operator (the convolution with a special kernel) used in the deni-
tion of the interpolation map I . e key result there is Lemma 5.5. In Section 6
we dene I and prove a lower bound for the graph eigenvalues (Proposition 6.3).
Proofs of the main results are contained in Section 7. In Section 8 (which is for-
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mally independent of the rest of the paper) we discuss various aspects of volume
approximation in the sense of Denition 1.1.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Discrete dierential. Let E D E./ be the set of directed edges of our
graph. (Each pair of adjacent vertices gives rise to two elements of E.) Recall
that every edge eij D .xi ; xj / is equipped with a weight w.eij / D wij . By L2.E/
we denote the space of real-valued functions on E equipped with the following
inner product:
h; iL2.E/ D
1
2
X
e2E
w.e/.e/.e/:
For a discrete function u W X ! R we dene its discrete dierential ıu W E ! R
by
.ıu/.eij / D u.xj /   u.xi /: (2.1)
e discrete Dirichlet energy functional of  is the quadratic form
u 7! kıuk2
L2.E/
D hıu; ıuiL2.E/ (2.2)
on L2.X/. A straightforward calculation shows that
hu; viL2.X/ D  hıu; ıviL2.E/; (2.3)
in particular, hu; vi D hu;vi and hu; ui D  kıuk2 for all u; v 2 L2.X/.
(Here and almost everywhere in the paper we omit indices L2.X/ and L2.E/.)
us  is self-adjoint and nonpositive on L
2.X/.
e above consideration does not depend on a particular choice of weights. In
our case, the discrete Dirichlet energy kıuk D kıukL2.E/ is given by
kıuk2 D nC 2
nnC2
X
i;j Wxjxi
ij ju.xi /   u.xj /j2: (2.4)
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Since the operator   is self-adjoint on L2.X/ and the associated quadratic
form is the discrete Dirichlet energy, the minimax principle applies:
k./ D min
L
max
u2Ln0
kıuk2
L2.E/
kuk2
L2.X/
where the minimum is taken over all k-dimensional subspaces L  L2.X/.
2.2. Local Riemannian geometry. roughout the paper,M is a compact Rie-
mannian manifold (without boundary) and n D dimM . e absolute values
of sectional curvatures of M are bounded above by K and the injectivity ra-
dius is bounded below by i0. Our standing assumptions are that  < i0=2 and
K2 < 1=n2.
For x 2M , expx W TxM !M is the Riemannian exponential map. We always
restrict expx to the ball B2.0/  TxM , this restriction is a dieomorphism onto
the geodesic ball B2.x/ and hence its inverse exp
 1
x W B2.x/ ! B2.0/ is well-
dened. We denote the Jacobian of expx at v 2 B2.0/  TxM by Jx.v/.
By the Rauch Comparison eorem, the relative distortion of metric by expx
at v 2 B2.0/  TxM is bounded by O.Kjvj2/ and hence
.1C CnKjvj2/ 1  Jx.v/  1C CnKjvj2: (2.5)
It follows that vol.Br.x//  nrn as r ! 0, more precisely,
jvol.Br.x//   nrnj  CnKrnC2
for all r < 2.
e inner product in TxM dened by the Riemannian structure is denoted
by h; i. is scalar product allows one to identify TxM and T xM and we some-
times assume this identication to simplify notation. By gradf .x/ we denote the
Riemannian gradient of a function f W M ! R at x 2M , i.e., the vector in TxM
corresponding to the dierential dxf 2 T M . Recall that the gradient of the
distance function d.; y/ at x is the velocity vector at the endpoint of the minimal
geodesic from y to x, that is,
gradd.; y/.x/ D  exp
 1
x .y/
d.x; y/
: (2.6)
2.3. Integration over balls. In this section we justify the normalization constant
in (1.3). IfQ is a quadratic form on Rn, then for every r > 0 we haveZ
Br .0/
Q.x/ dx D nr
nC2
nC 2 trace.Q/: (2.7)
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Indeed, since both sides are preserved under orthogonal transformations and lin-
ear in Q, one can replace Q by its average under the action of the orthogonal
group. us it suces to verify (2.7) only for rotation-invariant quadratic forms,
or, equivalently, for the form Q.x/ D jxj2. For this form, one computes the inte-
gral using spherical coordinates:Z
Br .0/
jxj2 dx D
Z r
0
t2 voln 1.@Bt .0// dt D
Z r
0
nnt
nC1 dt D nnr
nC2
nC 2 :
e identity (2.7) follows since trace.x 7! jxj2/ D n.
Let f W Rn ! R be a smooth function. Integrating the Taylor expansion of f
at x0 2 Rn,
f .x/   f .x0/ D L.x   x0/CQ.x   x0/C o.jx   x0j2/; jx   x0j ! 0;
where L D dx0f andQ D 12d2x0f , using (2.7), yieldsZ
Br .x0/
.f .x/   f .x0// dx D
nr
nC2
nC 2 trace.Q/C o.r
nC2/
D nr
nC2
2.nC 2/f .x0/C o.r
nC2/
as r ! 0. For a smooth function f W M ! R this relation holds as well since
the Jacobian of the exponential map introduces an error term of order O.rnC3/,
as follows easily from (2.5). us
2.nC 2/
nnC2
Z
B.x0/
.f .x/   f .x0// dx  ! f .x0/ as ! 0
for every smooth f W M ! R and every x0 2 M . Furthermore the error term is
controlled by the modulus of continuity of the second derivative of f .
Replacing the above integral by the sum from (1.3) essentially replaces the
integration over the ball by integration over the union of the sets Vi (see De-
nition 1.1) such that the respective points xi belong to the ball. One easily sees
that the error term introduced by this change is controlled by "=2. (is estimate
can be improved by introducing edge weights as in Remark 1.2). It follows that
the discrete Laplacian of a smooth function approaches its ordinary Laplacian as
 C "=2 ! 0.
is observation is important for motivation of our denitions, but we do not
use it in the proofs. Our arguments are based on the discrete Dirichlet energy and
the minimax principle which provide better estimates.
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3. Some estimates
In this section we prove some inequalities for functions on M not involving dis-
cretization.
Denition 3.1. Let f 2 L2.M/ and 0 < r < 2. For every measurable set
V M , dene Er .f; V / 2 RC by
Er .f; V / D
Z
V
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dy dx:
Let Er .f / D Er .f;M/.
Remark 3.2. e quantity Er .f / is bounded in terms of kf kL2 , namely
Er .f /  Cnrnkf k2L2 : (3.1)
Indeed,
Er .f /  2
Z
M
Z
Br .x/
.jf .x/j2 C jf .y/j2/ dy dx
D 4
Z
M
Z
Br .x/
jf .x/j2 dy dx
D 4
Z
M
vol.Br.x//jf .x/j2 dx;
and the right-hand side is bounded above by Cnr
nkf k2
L2
. Since Er is a non-
negative quadratic form, (3.1) implies that it is a continuous map from L2.M/
to RC.
Lemma 3.3. Let f 2 H 1.M/ and 0 < r < 2. en
Er .f /  .1C CnKr2/
n
nC 2r
nC2kdf k2
L2
:
Remark. e inequality turns to almost equality if f is smooth and r is small.
is follows from the fact that the constant n
nC2
is the integral of the square of a
coordinate function over the unit ball in Rn, see (2.7).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Since smooth functions are dense in H 1.M/ and Er is a
continuous map from H 1.M/ to RC, we may assume that f is smooth. us we
can speak about pointwise values and derivatives of f .
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For every x 2M , we haveZ
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dy D
Z
Br .0/TxM
jf .expx.v//  f .x/j2Jx.v/ dv
where Jx is the Jacobian of expx (see Section 2.2) and
R
dv denotes the integration
with respect to the Euclidean volume on TxM determined by the Riemannian
scalar product. Since Jx.v/  1CCnKr2 for all v 2 Br.0/  TxM , it suces to
prove that
A WD
Z
M
Z
Br .0/TxM
jf .expx.v//  f .x/j2 dvdx
 n
nC 2r
nC2kdf k2
L2
:
(3.2)
For every x and v we have
f .expx.v//   f .x/ D
Z 1
0
d
dt
f .expx.tv// dt
D
Z 1
0
df .ˆt .x; v// dt
where ˆt W TM ! TM is the time t geodesic ow, namely,
ˆt .x; v/ D .x;v.t /;  0x;v.t //;
where x;v is the constant-speed geodesic given by x;v.t / D expx.tv/. In the
expression df .ˆt .x; v//, the derivative df is regarded as a (berwise linear) map
from TM to R.
e above identity and the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality imply that
jf .expx.v//  f .x/j2 
Z 1
0
jdf .ˆt .x; v//j2 dt:
Hence the right-hand side of (3.2) can be estimated as follows:
A 
Z 1
0
Z
B.r/
jdf .ˆt .//j2 d volTM ./ dt (3.3)
where B.r/  TM is the set of all tangent vectors  2 TM such that jj  r ,
and volTM is the standard 2n-dimensional volume form on TM . Since B.r/ is
invariant under ˆt and ˆt preserves volTM (by Liouville’s eorem), the inner
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integral in (3.3) does not depend on t . erefore
A 
Z
B.r/
jdf ./j2 d volTM ./
D
Z
M
Z
Br .0/TxM
jdxf .v/j2 dvdx
D
Z
M
n
nC 2r
nC2jdxf j2 dx
D n
nC 2r
nC2kdf k2
L2
where the second identity follows from (2.7). is proves (3.2) and hence the
lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 < r < 2, f 2 L2.M/ and V  M be a measurable set such
that vol.V / D  > 0 and diam.V /  2" where " < r . Let a D  1 R
V
f .x/ dx
be the integral mean of f jV . enZ
V
jf .x/   aj2 dx  C
n.r   "/n
Er .f; V /:
Proof. A standard computation shows thatZ
V
jf .x/   aj2 dx D 1
2
Z
V
Z
V
jf .x/   f .y/j2 dxdy: (3.4)
Fix x; y 2 V and consider the set U D Br .x/ \ Br.y/. Observe that U contains
the ball of radius r   jxyj=2  r   " centered at the midpoint between x and y.
Hence vol.U /  Cn.r   "/n. For every z 2 U we have
jf .x/   f .y/j2  2.jf .x/   f .z/j2 C jf .y/   f .z/j2/:
erefore
jf .x/   f .y/j2  2
vol.U /
Z
U
.jf .x/   f .z/j2 C jf .y/   f .z/j2/ dz
 2
vol.U /
.F.x/C F.y//
 C
n.r   "/n
.F.x/C F.y//
where
F.x/ D
Z
Br .x/
jf .x/   f .z/j2 dz:
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Plugging the last inequality into (3.4) yieldsZ
V
jf .x/   aj2 dx  C
2n.r   "/n
Z
V
Z
V
.F.x/C F.y// dxdy
D C
n.r   "/n
Z
V
F.x/ dx
D C
n.r   "/n
Er .f; V /:
e lemma follows.
4. Discretization map and upper bound for k./
Let X D ¹xiºNiD1  M and  be as in eorem 1. Recall that  is a measure
on X and .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/ in the sense of Denition 1.1. We x
a partition ¹ViºNiD1 of M realizing this approximation, that is, Vi  B".xi / and
vol.Vi / D i WD .xi / for each i . We assume that " < =n.
Denition 4.1. Dene a discretization map P W L2.M/! L2.X/ by
Pf .xi / D  1i
Z
Vi
f .x/ dx:
In other words, Pf .xi / is the integral mean of f jVi .
We also need a map P  W L2.X/! L2.M/ dened by
P u D
NX
iD1
u.xi /1Vi
where 1Vi is the characteristic function of the set Vi . Here P
 is the adjoint of P .
From the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality one easily sees that
kPf k  kf kL2 (4.1)
for every f 2 L2.M/, where the norm in the left-hand side is dened by (1.2).
e denition implies that P  preserves the norm:
kP ukL2 D kuk
for all u 2 L2.X/, and is adjoint to P :
hf; P uiL2.M/ D hPf; uiL2.X/
for all u 2 L2.X/, f 2 L2.M/.
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Lemma 4.2. Let f 2 H 1.M/. en kf   P Pf kL2  Cn"kdf kL2 .
Proof. We have
kf   P Pf k2
L2
D
X
i
Z
Vi
jf .x/   Pf .xi /j2 dx:
By Lemma 3.4, for every r 2 ."; 2/ and every i we haveZ
Vi
jf .x/   Pf .xi /j2 dx 
C
n.r   "/n
Er .f; Vi/:
Note that
P
i Er .f; Vi/ D Er .f / by denition. erefore
kf   P Pf k2
L2
 C
n.r   "/n
Er .f / 
C
nC 2
rn
.r   "/n r
2kdf k2
L2
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.3. Now let r D .n C 1/", then
rn
.r "/n
D  1C 1
n
n
< 3; hence
kf   P Pf k2
L2
 C
nC 2r
2kdf k2
L2
 Cn"2kdf k2
L2
:
e lemma follows.
Lemma 4.3. Let f 2 H 1.M/. en
(1)
ˇˇ
kPf k   kf kL2
ˇˇ
 Cn"kdf kL2;
(2) kı.Pf /k  .1C /kdf kL2 where  D Cn.K2 C "=/.
Proof. (1) Since P  preserves the norm, we haveˇˇ
kPf k   kf kL2
ˇˇ
D
ˇˇ
kP Pf kL2   kf kL2
ˇˇ
 kf   P Pf kL2  Cn"kdf kL2
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.2.
(2) By (2.4) we have
kı.Pf /k2 D nC 2
nnC2
X
i
X
j Wxjxi
ij jPf .xj /   Pf .xi/j2:
e denition of Pf implies that
Pf .xj /   Pf .xi/ D
1
ij
Z
Vi
Z
Vj
.f .y/   f .x// dydx:
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Hence, by the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality,
jPf .xj /   Pf .xi /j2 
1
ij
Z
Vi
Z
Vj
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dydx:
erefore
kı.Pf /k2  nC 2
nnC2
X
i
X
j Wxjxi
Z
Vi
Z
Vj
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dydx
D nC 2
nnC2
Z
M
Z
U.x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dydx
where the setU.x/ M is dened as follows: if x 2 Vi , thenU.x/ D
S
j Wxjxi
Vj .
Note that U.x/  BC2".x/. Hence
kı.Pf /k2  nC 2
nnC2
EC2".f /
By Lemma 3.3,
EC2".f / 
n
nC 2.C 2"/
nC2.1C 1/kdf k2L2 :
where 1 D CnK2. erefore
kı.Pf /k2  .1C 2"=/nC2.1C 1/kdf k2L2  .1C /kdf k2L2 :
where  D Cn.K2 C "=/. is nishes the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Proposition 4.4. Let k D k.M/, k 2 N. en
k./  .1C ı."; ; k//k
where
ı."; ; /D Cn.K2 C "=C "
p
/;
provided that "
p
k < c=n. Here C and c are absolute constants.
Proof. By the minimax principle, it suces to show that there exists a linear sub-
space L  L2.X/ such that dimL D k and
sup
u2Ln¹0º
kıuk2
kuk2  .1C ı."; ; k//k:
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Denote  D k. Let W  H 1.M/ be the linear span of orthonormal eigenfunc-
tions of  M corresponding to eigenvalues 1; : : : ; k. For every f 2 W , we
have kdf k2
L2
 kf k2
L2
. By Lemma 4.3(1) it follows that
kPf k  kf kL2   Cn"kdf kL2  .1  Cn"
p
/kf kL2
for every f 2 W . Hence P jW is injective if "
p
 < 1=Cn. Let L D P.W /, then
dimL D k. Pick u 2 L n ¹0º and let f 2 W be such that u D Pf . en
kuk2  .1  Cn"
p
/kf k2
L2
and, by Lemma 4.3(2),
kıuk2  .1C 1/kdf k2L2  .1C 1/kf k2L2
where 1 D Cn.K2 C "=/. Hence
kıuk2
kuk2 
.1C 1/
1   Cn"
p

 .1C ı."; ; //
and the proposition follows.
5. Smoothing operator
In this section we prepare technical tools for the interpolation map, which is de-
ned in the next section. ese tools are independent of the discretization.
Dene a function  W RC ! RC by
 .t/ D
8<
:
nC 2
2n
.1   t2/; 0  t  1;
0; t  1:
e normalization constant nC2
2n
is chosen so that
Z
Rn
 .jxj/ dx D 1: (5.1)
Indeed, by (2.7) we haveZ
B1.0/
.1  jxj2/ dx D n  
nn
nC 2 D
2n
nC 2:
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Fix a positive r < 2 and consider a kernel kr W M M ! RC dened by
kr .x; y/ D r n .r 1jxyj/
and the associated integral operator ƒ0r W L2.M/! C 0;1.M/ given by
ƒ0rf .x/ D
Z
M
f .y/kr .x; y/ dy:
Note that kr.x; y/ D kr .y; x/ and
jkr.x; y/j 
Cn
nrn
for all x; y 2M . A direct computation (using the derivative of the distance func-
tion, see (2.6)) yields
grad kr .; y/.x/ D
nC 2
nrnC2
exp 1x .y/ (5.2)
for y 2 Br.x/.
Dene  2 C 0;1.M/ by  D ƒ0r .1M /. If the metric ofM were at, we would
have  D 1M by (5.1). e following lemma estimates k 1Mk in the Riemannian
case.
Lemma 5.1. For every x 2M , one has
.1C CnKr2/ 1  .x/  1C CnKr2
and
jdx j  Cn2Kr:
Proof. By denition,
.x/ D r n
Z
Br .x/
 .r 1d.x; y// dy
D r n
Z
Br .0/TxM
 .r 1jvj/Jx.v/ dv
where Jx.v/ is the Jacobian of the Riemannian exponential map, see Section 2.2.
Since the integral of  equals 1, the Jacobian estimate (2.5) implies the rst asser-
tion of the lemma.
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To estimate jdx.x/j, we compute it using (5.2):
grad .x/ D nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .x/
exp 1x .y/ dy
D nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .0/TxM
vJx.v/ dv:
Since
R
Br .0/
v dv D 0, one can replace Jx.v/ in the last integral by Jx.v/ 1. en
the Jacobian estimate (2.5) implies that
jdx.x/j D j grad .x/j 
nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .0/TxM
jvj  CnKr2 dv  Cn2Kr
(the last inequality follows from the relations jvj  r and vol.Br.0// D nrn).
Denition 5.2. Now we dene a bounded operator ƒr W L2.M/! C 0;1.M/ by
ƒrf D  1 ƒ0rf:
e factor  1 ensures that ƒr preserves the subspace of constants.
Lemma 5.3. For every f 2 L2.M/ one has
kƒrf kL2  .1C /kf kL2
where  D CnKr2.
Proof. is is a standard estimate. For every x 2M we have
jƒ0rf .x/j2 D
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z
M
f .y/kr.x; y/ dy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2

Z
M
kr.x; y/ dy
Z
M
jf .y/j2kr .x; y/ dy

D .x/
Z
M
jf .y/j2kr .x; y/ dy
by the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality. Hence
jƒrf .x/j2 D .x/ 2jƒ0rf .x/j2
 .x/ 1
Z
M
jf .y/j2kr.x; y/ dy
 .1C /
Z
M
jf .y/j2kr .x; y/ dy
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by Lemma 5.1. Integrating this inequality overM yields
kƒrf .x/k2L2  .1C /
Z
M
jf .y/j2
Z
M
kr.x; y/ dxdy  .1C /2kf k2L2
since for every y 2M we haveZ
M
kr.x; y/ dx D .y/  1C 
by Lemma 5.1. e lemma follows.
Lemma 5.4. For every f 2 L2.M/ one has
kƒrf   f k2L2 
Cn
nrn
Er .f /: (5.3)
Proof. We x a particular function f W M ! R representing the given element
of L2.M/, so we can speak about pointwise values of f . Fix x 2 M and let
a D f .x/. Since ƒr preserves the constants, we have
ƒrf .x/   f .x/ D ƒrf .x/   a
D ƒr.f   a  1M /.x/
D  1.x/
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   a/kr.x; y/ dy
D  1.x/
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   f .x//kr.x; y/ dy:
By the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, it follows that
jƒrf .x/   f .x/j2
  2.x/
Z
Br .x/
kr.x; y/ dy
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2kr.x; y/ dy

D  1.x/
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2kr.x; y/ dy
 Cn
nrn
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2
since j 1.x/j  C (cf. Lemma 5.1) and jkr .x; y/j  Cnnrn . Integrating this in-
equality yields the result.
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Lemma 5.5. For every f 2 L2.X/ one has
kd.ƒrf /k2L2 
 
1C Cn2Kr2 nC 2
nrnC2
Er .f /:
Proof. We x a particular function f W M ! R representing the given element
of L2.M/, so we can speak about pointwise values of f . Denote ƒrf by Qf . For
any constant a 2 R we have
Qf .x/ D aC  1.x/
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   a/kr.x; y/ dy
for every x 2M . Dierentiating this identity yields
dx Qf D  1.x/
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   a/dxkr .; y/ dy C dx. 1/Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   a/kr.x; y/ dy:
Substituting a D f .x/ yields
dx Qf D  1.x/A1.x/C A2.x/
where
A1.x/ D
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   f .x//dxkr .; y/ dy
and
A2.x/ D dx. 1/
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   f .x//kr.x; y/ dy:
Since j 1.x/j  1C CnKr2 for all x 2M (cf. Lemma 5.1), we have
kd Qf kL2 D k 1A1 C A2kL2  .1C CnKr2/kA1kL2 C kA2kL2 : (5.4)
Let us rst estimate kA2kL2 . By the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality,
jA2.x/j2  jdx. 1/j2
Z
Br .x/
kr.x; y/ dy

Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2kr.x; y/ dy

D jdx. 1/j2 .x/
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2kr .x; y/ dy
 Cn
5K2
nrn 2
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dy
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since .x/  C , jdx. 1/j  Cn2Kr (cf. Lemma 5.1) and jkr.x; y/j  Cnnrn .
Integrating this inequality yields
kA2k2L2 
Cn5K2
nrn 2
Er .f /:
We rewrite this inequality as follows:
kA2kL2  Cn2Kr2
s
nC 2
nrnC2
Er .f /: (5.5)
Now let us estimate A1. Fix x 2M . Recall that
jA1.x/j D max¹hA1.x/; wi W w 2 TxM; jwj D 1º
where the angle brackets denote the standard pairing of co-vectors and vectors. Let
w 2 TxM be a unit vector realizing this maximum. en jA1.x/j D hA1.x/; wi.
Plugging the expression (5.2) for the derivative of kr into the denition of A1
yields
jA1.x/j D hA1.x/; wi D
nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .x/
.f .y/   f .x//hexp 1x .y/; wi dy
D nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .0/TxM
'.v/hv; wiJx.v/ dv
where '.v/ D f .expx.v//   f .x/. For brevity, we denote the ball Br.0/  TxM
by B . By the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, it follows that
jA1.x/j2 

nC 2
nrnC2
2 Z
B
j'.v/j2Jx.v/2 dv
Z
B
hv; wi2 dv

:
Since jwj D 1, we have
nC 2
nrnC2
Z
B
hv; wi2 dv D 1;
hence the above inequality boils down to
jA1.x/j2 
nC 2
nrnC2
Z
B
j'.v/j2Jx.v/2 dv
D nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2Jx.exp 1x .y// dy
 .1C CnKr2/ nC 2
nrnC2
Z
Br .x/
jf .y/   f .x/j2 dy;
where the last inequality follows from the Jacobian estimate (2.5).
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Integrating this inequality with respect to x overM yields
kA1k2L2  .1C CnKr2/
nC 2
nrnC2
Er .f /:
is, (5.4) and (5.5) imply that
kd Qf kL2  ..1C CnKr2/3=2 C Cn2Kr2/
s
nC 2
nrnC2
Er .f /
 .1C Cn2Kr2/
s
nC 2
nrnC2
Er .f /:
e lemma follows.
6. Interpolation map and lower bound for k./
Denition 6.1. Dene the interpolation map I W L2.X/! C 0;1.M/ by
Iu D ƒ 2"P u
where ƒ 2" is the smoothing operator dened in the previous section (see De-
nition 5.2) and P  W L2.X/! L2.M/ is dened in Denition 4.1.
Lemma 5.3 and the fact that P  preserves the norm imply that
kIukL2  .1C CnK2/kuk  Ckuk (6.1)
for every u 2 L2.X/.
Lemma 6.2. For every u 2 L2.X/ one has
(1)
ˇˇ
kIukL2   kuk
ˇˇ
 Ckıuk;
(2) kd.Iu/kL2  .1C /kıuk where  D Cn2K2 C Cn"=.
Proof. (1) Since kP ukL2 D kuk, we haveˇˇ
kIukL2   kuk
ˇˇ
D
ˇˇ
kIukL2   kP ukL2
ˇˇ
 kIu   P ukL2 :
By Lemma 5.4,
kIu   P uk2
L2
D kƒ 2"P u   P uk2L2 
Cn
n.   2"/n
E 2".P
u/:
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Since " < =n and " < =3, we have .   2"/ n  C n, hence
kIu  P uk2
L2
 Cn
nn
E 2".P
u/: (6.2)
Let us estimate E 2".P
u/ in terms of ıu. By denition,
kıuk2 D nC 2
nnC2
X
i
X
j Wxjxi
ij ju.xj /   u.xi /j2
D nC 2
nnC2
Z
M
Z
U.x/
jP u.y/   P u.x/j2 dy dx
where sets U.x/  M are dened as follows: if x 2 Vi , then U.x/ D
S
j Wxjxi
Vj .
Since U.x/  B 2".x/, we have
kıuk2  nC 2
nnC2
Z
M
Z
B 2".x/
jP u.y/   P u.x/j2 dy dx
D nC 2
nnC2
E 2".P
u/:
us
E 2".P
u/  n
nC2
nC 2 kıuk
2: (6.3)
is and (6.2) imply that
kIu   P uk2
L2
 Cn
nn
n
nC2
nC 2 kıuk
2  C2kıuk2:
Hence
kIu   P ukL2  Ckıuk (6.4)
and the rst assertion of the lemma follows.
(2) By Lemma 5.5,
kd.Iu/k2
L2
D kd.ƒ 2"P u/k2L2  .1C 1/
nC 2
n.   2"/nC2
E 2".P
u/
where 1 D Cn2K2. By (6.3),
nC 2
n.   2"/nC2
E 2".P
u/ 


 2"
n
kıuk2  .1C 2/kıuk2:
where 2 D Cn"=. us
kd.Iu/k2
L2
 .1C 1/.1C 2/kıuk2  .1C /kıuk2
where  D Cn2K2 C Cn"=. e second assertion of the lemma follows.
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Proposition 6.3. Let k D k.M/, k 2 N. en
k./  .1   ı."; ; k//k
where
ı."; ; /D C.n2K2 C n"=C 
p
/
provided that 
p
k < c0. Here C and c0 > 0 are absolute constants.
Proof. With Lemma 6.2 at hand, the proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.4.
Let  D k./. We assume that  < k.M/, otherwise there is nothing to prove.
By the minimax principle, it suces to show that there exists a linear subspace
L  H 1.M/ such that dimL D k and
sup
f 2Ln¹0º
kdf k2
L2
kf k2
L2
 .1   ı."; ; // 1:
Indeed, this inequality would imply that k.M/  .1 ı."; ; // 1 and therefore
  .1   ı."; ; //k  .1  ı."; ; k//k :
Let W  L2.X/ be the linear span of k orthonormal eigenvectors of   corre-
sponding to eigenvalues 1./; : : : ; k./. For every u 2 W , we have kıuk2 
kuk2. By Lemma 6.2(1) it follows that
kIukL2  kuk   Ckıuk  .1  C
p
/kuk
for every u 2 W . Hence I jW in injective if C
p
 < 1. Let L D I.W /, then
dimL D k. Pick f 2 L n ¹0º and let u 2 W be such that f D Iu. en
kf k2
L2
 .1  C
p
/kuk2
and, by Lemma 6.2(2),
kdf k2
L2
 .1C 1/kıuk2  .1C 1/kuk2:
where 1 D 1C Cn2K2 C Cn"=. Hence
kdf k2
L2
kf k2
L2
 .1C 1/
1  C
p

 .1  ı."; ; // 1
and the proposition follows.
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We conclude this section by showing that the operators P and I are almost
inverse to each other (at bounded energy levels).
Lemma 6.4. 1. Let f 2 H 1.M/. en
kIPf   f kL2  C kdf kL2 :
2. Let u 2 L2.X/. en
kPIu  uk  C kıuk:
Proof. 1. Let Nf D P Pf . By denition,
kIPf   f kL2 D kƒ 2" Nf   f kL2
 kƒ 2". Nf   f /kL2 C kƒ 2"f   f kL2 :
Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 4.2 imply that
kƒ 2". Nf   f /kL2  Ck Nf   f kL2  Cn"kdf kL2 :
Next, by Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 3.3,
kƒ 2"f   f k2L2 
Cn
n.   2"/n
E 2".f /  C2kdf k2:
Combining the above inequalities and using the fact that " < =n, we obtain the
rst assertion of the lemma.
2. Since P  preserves the norm, we have
kPIu   uk D kP .PIu  u/k
 kP PIu  IukL2 C kIu   P ukL2 :
By Lemma 4.2,
kP PIu   IukL2  Cn"kd.Iu/kL2  Cn"kıuk;
where at the last stage we use Lemma 6.2(1). By (6.4),
kIu   P ukL2  Ckıuk
As " < =n, the above inequalities imply the second assertion of the lemma.
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7. Eigenfunction approximation and proof of theorems
To prove eorem 1, rst observe that the estimate (1.4) follows from Proposi-
tions 4.4 and 6.3. Next recall that, as follows from [1], the spaceM is pre-compact
in Lipschitz topology. erefore the eigenvalue k.M/ is uniformly bounded for
allM 2M, that is, k.M/  CM;k. Using this fact, we obtain the second estimate
in eorem 1 from the rst one.
To proceed with the eigenfunctions approximations, we introduce some nota-
tion. For an interval J  R, denote by HJ .M/ the subspace of H 1.M/ spanned
by the eigenfunctions with eigenvalues from J . In particular, H¹º.M/ is the
eigenspace associated to an eigenvalue . We abbreviateH. 1;/.M/ byH.M/.
We use similar notation HJ .X/ and H.X/ for subspaces of L
2.X/ spanned by
eigenvectors of   .
Note that the dimension of H.M/ is uniformly bounded over M 2 M (for
every xed ), see [5, eorem 3].
We denote by PJ the orthogonal projector from L
2.M/ to HJ .M/. Note that
PJ does not increase the Dirichlet energy norm. Similarly to the above notation,
we abbreviateP. 1;/ byP. We use the same notationPJ andP for orthogonal
projectors from L2.X/ to HJ .X/ andH.X/.
Lemma 7.1. 1. Let  > 0 and f 2 H.M/. en
kı.Pf /k  .1   /kdf kL2
where  D C.
p
C n2K2 C n"=/.
2. Let  > 0 and u 2 H.X/. en
kd.Iu/kL2  .1   /kıuk
where  D C.
p
C nK2 C n"=/
Proof. 1. First we are going to estimate kd.IPf /kL2 from below in terms of
kdf kL2 . Since the projector P W L2.M/! H.M/ does not increase the Dirich-
let energy,
kd.IPf /kL2  kd.PIPf /kL2  kdf kL2   kd.PIPf   f /kL2 :
Since f 2 H.M/, we have
kd.PIPf   f /kL2 D kd.P.IPf   f //kL2

p
kP.IPf   f /kL2

p
kIPf   f kL2  C
p
 kdf kL2 :
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where the rst inequality follows from the fact that kdgkL2 
p
kgkL2 for every
g 2 H.M/ and the last one from Lemma 6.4. us
kd.IPf /kL2  .1   1/kdf kL2
where 1 D C
p
. By Lemma 6.2(2),
kd.IPf /kL2  .1C 2/kı.Pf /k
where 2 D C.n2K2 C n"=/. us
kı.Pf /k  .1C 2/ 1.1   1/kdf kL2
and the rst assertion of the lemma follows.
2. e proof of the second assertion is completely similar. Just interchange the
roles of M and X and use Lemma 4.3(2) rather than Lemma 6.2(2) at the nal
step.
We need the following simple lemma from linear algebra.
Lemma 7.2. Let L be a nite-dimensional Euclidean space and k D dimL. Let
Q and Q0 be quadratic forms on L and 1      k and 01      0k their
respective eigenvalues. Suppose thatQ  Q0. en
sup
v2L;kvkD1
¹Q.v/ Q0.v/º  k max
1jk
¹j   0j º:
Proof. e left-hand side is the largest eigenvalue of the quadratic form Q  Q0.
Since Q  Q0 is nonnegative, its largest eigenvalue is bounded above by it trace.
On the other hand,
trace.Q  Q0/ D trace.Q/   trace.Q0/
D
kX
jD1
.j   0j /  k max
1jk
¹j   0j º;
hence the result.
We x orthonormal eigenfunctions ¹fkº1kD1 of  M and orthonormal eigen-
vectors ¹ukºNkD1 of  X .
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Lemma 7.3. 1. Let  D k.M/. en for every a > 0,
kPfk   PCaPfkk2  CM;ka 1.C "=/
and
kı.Pfk   PCaPfk/k2  CM;k.1C a 1/.C "=/
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
2. Let  D k.X/. en for every a > 0,
kIuk   PCaIukk2L2  CM;ka 1.C "=/
and
kd.Iuk   PCaIuk/k2L2  CM;k.1C a 1/.C "=/
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
Proof. 1. LetW be the linear span of f1; : : : ; fk and L D P.W /  L2.X/. As in
the proof of Proposition 4.4, we have dimL D k if  C "= is suciently small.
LetQ denote the discrete Dirichlet energy form on L2.X/, and let L1      Lk
be the eigenvalues of QjL (with respect to the Euclidean structure on L dened
by the restriction of the L2.X/ norm).
Recall that k.M/  CM;k . is and Lemma 4.3 imply that for every f 2 W ,
.1  /kf kL2  kPf k  .1C /kf kL2
and
kı.Pf /k  .1C /kdf kL2
where  D CM;k.C "=/. By the minimax principle it follows that
Lj 
 
1C
1 
2
j .M/  j .M/C CM;k.C "=/ (7.1)
for all j  k, provided that  < 1=2.
Now dene another quadratic form Q0 on L2.X/ by
Q0.u/ D Q.PCa.u//C ku   PCa.u/k2:
Clearly Q0  Q. e eigenvectors u1; u2; : : : of Q are also eigenvectors of Q0
and the corresponding eigenvalues are 1./; 2./; : : : ; m./; ; ; : : : , where
m is the largest integer such that m./ < C a. erefore for every j  m and
every j -dimensional subspace V  L2.X/ we have
sup
v2V n¹0º
Q0.v/
kvk2  min¹; j ./º: (7.2)
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Indeed, V has a nontrivial intersection with the orthogonal complement of the lin-
ear span of u1; : : : ; uj 1, and any vector v from this intersection satisesQ
0.v/ 
min¹; j ./ºkvk2. Let 01      0k be the eigenvalues of Q0jL (with respect
to the restriction of the L2.X/ norm to L). en (7.2) and the minimax principle
imply that 0j  min¹; j ./º for all j  k. By eorem 1 it follows that
0j  j .M/   CM;k.C "=/:
and hence, by (7.1),
Lj   0j  CM;k.C "=/
for all j  k. is and Lemma 7.2 imply that
Q.u/  Q0.u/  CM;k.C "=/kuk2 (7.3)
for every u 2 L.
Let u 2 L and u0 D u   PCau. SinceQ0.PCau/ D Q.PCau/, we have
Q.u/  Q0.u/ D Q.u0/  Q0.u0/ D Q.u0/   ku0k2  a
C aQ.u
0/ (7.4)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that Q.u0/  . C a/ku0k2 since
u0 2 HŒCa;C1/.X/. Now (7.3) and (7.4) imply that
Q.u0/  C a
a
CM;k.C "=/kuk2
and therefore
ku0k2  .C a/ 1Q.u0/  a 1CM;k.C "=/kuk2:
Substituting u D Pfk into the last two inequalities and taking into account that
kPfkk  1C  < 2 yields the rst assertion of the lemma.
2. e proof of the second assertion is similar. Just interchange the roles ofM
and X and use Lemma 6.2 rather than Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 7.4. 1. Let  D k.M/ and let ˛; ˇ;  > 0 be such that ˛  ˇ    1
and the interval .C ˛; C ˇ/ does not contain eigenvalues of   . en
kPfk   P. ;C˛Pfkk2  C˛ 1 C CM;kˇ 1 1.C "=/
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
2. Let  D k./ and let ˛; ˇ;  > 0 be such that ˛  ˇ    1 and the
interval .C ˛; C ˇ/ does not contain eigenvalues of  M . en
kIuk   P. ;C˛Iukk2L2  C˛ 1 C CM;kˇ 1 1.C "=/
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
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Proof. 1. As in the previous lemma, we denote the discrete Dirichlet energy form
by Q. Let u D Pfk . Decompose u into the sum of three orthogonal vectors
u D u0 C u  C uC where u0 2 H. ;C˛.X/, u  2 H. 1; .X/ and uC 2
H.C˛;C1/.X/. Note that uC 2 HŒCˇ;C1/.X/ due to our assumption about
eigenvalues of   . Applying Lemma 7.3 with ˇ in place of a yields that
kuCk2  CM;kˇ 1.C "=/ (7.5)
and
Q.uC/  CM;kˇ 1.C "=/:
By Lemma 7.1,
Q.u/ D kı.Pfk/k2  .1  1/kdfkk2L2 D .1   1/
where 1 D CM;k.C "=/. erefore
Q.u0/CQ.u / D Q.u/  Q.uC/     2
where 2 D CM;kˇ 1.C "=/. On the other hand,
Q.u0/  .C ˛/ku0k2
and
Q.u /  .   /ku k2;
hence
   2  Q.u0/CQ.u /  .ku0k2 C ku k2/C ˛ku0k2   ku k2:
Observe that
ku0k2  ku0k2 C ku k2  kuk2 D kPfkk2  1C 3
for 3 D CM;k. C "=/, where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.3(1).
us
   2  .1C 3/C ˛.1C 3/   ku k2;
or, equivalently
ku k2   1.2 C 3/C ˛ 1.1C 3/:
e right-hand side is bounded by CM;k
 1ˇ 1.C"=/CC˛ 1. is and (7.5)
yield the rst assertion of the lemma.
2. e proof of the second assertion is similar, with the roles of M and X
interchanged.
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eorem 3. 1. Let  D k.M/ and let fk be a corresponding unit-norm eigen-
function of  M . en for every  2 .0; 1/,
kPfk   P. ;C/Pfkk2  CM;k 2.C "=/1=2
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
2. Let  D k./ and let uk be a corresponding unit-norm eigenfunction of
  . en for every  2 .0; 1/,
kIuk   P. ;C/Iukk2L2  CM;k 2.C "=/1=2
provided that C "= < C 1
M;k
.
Proof. Plug ˛ D ˇ D . C "=/1=2 into Lemma 7.4. Since the interval . C
˛;  C ˇ/ is empty, the assumption about eigenvalues is satised automatically.
e desired estimates follows from Lemma 7.4 and the relations ˛ <  , ˛ 1 D
.C "=/1=2 and ˇ 1 D  1.C "=/ 1=2.
e next theorem provides somewhat sharper estimates (which are however
not uniform overM) in terms of spectral gaps.
eorem 4. Let  be an eigenvalue of  M of multiplicity m, more precisely,
k 1 < k D  D kCm 1 < kCm:
where j D j .M/. Let ı D min¹1; k   k 1; kCm   kCm 1º and assume
that C"= < C 1
M;k
ı. Let uk ; : : : ; ukCm 1 be orthonormal eigenvectors of 
corresponding to eigenvalues k./; : : : ; kCm 1./.
en there exist orthonormal eigenfunctions gk ; : : : ; gkCm 1 of  M corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue  and such that
kuj   Pgj k2  CM;kı 2 .C "=/ (7.6)
and
kgj   Iuj k2L2  CM;kı 2 .C "=/ (7.7)
for all j D k; : : : ; k Cm   1.
Proof. By eorem 1, the constant CM;k in the bound for  C "= can be chosen
so that jj ./ j .M/j < 14ı for all j  kCm. For every j D k; : : : ; kCm 1,
apply the second part of Lemma 7.4 with j in place of k, 0 D j ./ in place of
, ˛ D 2j0   j and ˇ D  D 1
2
ı. We have
   ı < 0    <  < 0 C ˛ < 0 C ˇ < C ı;
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therefore the assumptions of Lemma 7.4 are satised and
H.0 ;0C˛.M/ D H¹º.M/ D span¹fk ; : : : ; fkCm 1º:
us Lemma 7.4 yields that
kIuj   Qgj k2L2  C j0   jı 1 C CM;kı 2 .C "=/  CM;kı 2 .C "=/ (7.8)
where Qgj D P¹ºIuj . Here the second inequality follows from the fact that j0 j
< CM;k.C "=/ by eorem 1.
By Lemma 6.2(1), I is almost isometric (up to an error term CM;k) on the
linear span of uk ; : : : ; ukCm 1. is and equation (7.8) imply that the functions
Qgk ; : : : ; QgkCm 1 are almost orthonormal up to CM;kı 2 .C "=/. Let ¹gj ºkCm 1jDk
be the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization of ¹ Qgj ºkCm 1jDk , then
kgj   Qgj kL2  CM;kı 2 .C "=/:
is and (7.8) imply (7.7). Now (7.6) follows from (7.7) and Lemma 6.4.
Note that the functions gk ; : : : ; gkCm 1 constructed ineorem 4 depend on 
in rather unpredictable way. e theorem only implies that the subspace gener-
ated by Iuk ; : : : ; IukCm 1 converges to H¹º.M/ as  C "= ! 0. A xed basis
fk ; : : : ; fkCm 1 ofH¹º.M/ is approximated by vectors Iuk ; : : : ; IukCm 1 trans-
formed by an m m orthogonal matrix.
In the case of multiplicity m D 1, the eigenfunction gk is unique (up to a sign)
and therefore eorem 4 implies eorem 2.
8. Volume approximation
is section supplements the main results of the paper. Here we consider various
aspects of volume approximation in the sense Denition 1.1.
Lemma 8.1 (Marriage lemma for measures). Let X  M be a nite set. A mea-
sure  on X is an "-approximation for vol (in the sense of Denition 1.1) if and
only if vol.M/ D .X/ and for every Y  X one has .Y /  vol.U".Y //. By U"
we denote the "-neighborhood of a set.
Proof. e proof is similar to that of Hall’s Lemma for bipartite graphs. e “only
if” implication trivially follows from the denition.
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We prove the “if” part by induction in N D jX j. To carry on the induction,
we are proving a more general assertion where M is not necessarily a manifold
but a metric measure space where the volume of a ball is positive and depends
continuously on its radius. (In particular, this implies that every sphere has zero
measure.) Note that the requirement of Denition 1.1 that X is an "-net follows
from the assumption .Y /  vol.U".Y // applied to Y D X and the fact that
vol.M/ D .X/.
Let X D ¹xiºNiD1. e case N D 1 is trivial. Suppose that N > 1 and the
assertion holds for every metric measure spaceM 0 (with the above property) and
every subsetX 0 M 0 of cardinality less thanN . We construct a family ¹Vi .t /ºNiD1,
t 2 Œ0; T , of coverings ofM by measurable sets Vi .t / such that
(1) Vi.0/ D B".xi /, and Vi .t /  B".xi / for all t ;
(2) the sets Vi .T / are disjoint;
(3) For any set I  ¹1; : : : ; N º, the volume of the set Si2I Vi .t / depends con-
tinuously on t .
Informally, to construct this family, we continuously remove from each Vi some
pieces of Vj , j > i . Formally, we set T D N and sequentially dene the family
for t 2 Œ0; 1, t 2 Œ1; 2, . . . , t 2 ŒN   1; N , in such a way that only Vi.t / changes
on the interval Œi  1; i . Assuming that the family is already dened for t D i  1,
we set
Vi .i   t 0/ D V 0i [ B"t 0.xi /
for all t 0 2 Œ0; 1, where V 0i is the set of points in the set Vi .i   1/ that do not
belong to any of the sets Vj .i   1/, j ¤ i .
If vol.Vi .T // D i for all i , then the sets Vi D Vi .T / satisfy Denition 1.1.
Otherwise consider a maximal interval Œ0; t0 such that
vol
[
i2I
Vi .t /


X
i2I
i (8.1)
for every set I  ¹1; : : : ; N º. By continuity, such a t0 exists and the inequal-
ity (8.1) turns into equality for t D t0 and some set I D I0 ¨ ¹1; : : : ; N º. (Note
that (8.1) is always satised for I D ¹1; : : : ; N º since the sets Vi .t / coverM for
every t .)
LetM 0 DSi2I0 Vi .t0/ andM 00 DM nM 0. We apply the induction hypothesis
to the spacesM 0 andM 00 with respective sets X 0 D ¹xiºi2I0 and X 00 D ¹xiºi…I0 ,
equipped with the restrictions of vol and . For M 0 and X 0, the assumption that
vol.M 0 \U".Y //  .Y / for all Y  X 0 trivially follows from (8.1). ForM 00 and
X 00, we verify the assumption by contradiction. Suppose that
vol.M 00 \ U".Y // < .Y /
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for some Y  X 00. Let Y D ¹xiºi2J where J  ¹1; : : : ; N º n I0. Consider the set
I D J [ I0. For this set we have
vol
[
i2I
Vi .t0/

 vol.M 0/C vol.M 00 \ U".Y // < vol.M 0/C .Y /:
By the choice of t0 and I0, we have
vol.M 0/ D vol
[
i2I0
Vi .t0/

D
X
i2I0
i
and .Y / DPi2J i by denition. us
vol
[
i2I
Vi .t0/

< vol.M 0/C .Y / D
X
i2I
i ;
contrary to (8.1). is contradiction proves thatM 00 and X 00 satisfy the induction
hypothesis. us X 0 and X 00 (equipped with the restrictions of ) "-approximate
M 0 andM 00 (equipped with the restriction of vol). Hence .X; / "-approximates
.M; vol/.
Recall that the Prokhorov distance [16] .; / between two nite Borel mea-
sures  and  onM is the inmum of all r > 0 such that
.A/  .Ur .A//C r and .A/  .Ur.A//C r
for every measurable set A  M . It is well-known that weak convergence of
measures is equivalent to convergence with respect to the Prokhorov distance.
Let us introduce a similar distance 0.; /, which makes sense only if .M/ D
.M/. It is dened as follows: 0.; / is the inmum of all r > 0 such that
.A/  .Ur.A// and .A/  .Ur.A//
for every measurable set A M . Clearly .; /  0.; /.
Unlike Prokhorov distance, 0 is hardly useful for general metric measure
spaces. However, in our situationM is a Riemannian manifold and one the mea-
sures is its Riemannian volume vol. In this case it is more convenient to work
with 0 and it denes the same notion of convergence to vol. Indeed, the follow-
ing lemma holds.
Lemma 8.2. Let  be a Borel measure onM such that .M/ D vol.M/. en
.; vol/  0.; vol/  CM.; vol/1=n:
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Proof. As already mentioned, the rst inequality trivially follows from the de-
nitions. To prove the second one, let r > 0 be such that .; vol/ < r . We are to
prove that, for a suitable r1 D CMr1=n > r and every measurableA M , one has
vol.Ur1.A//  .A/ and .Ur1.A//  vol.A/. If Ur1.A/ DM , these inequalities
follow from the assumption that .M/ D vol.M/. Suppose that Ur1.A/ ¤M and
choose a point p 2M nUr1.A/. Let q be a point nearest to p in the closure of A.
Connect p to q by a minimizing geodesic and let p1 be a point on this geodesic
such that jp1qj D .r1 C r/=2. e triangle inequality easily implies that the ball
Br2.p1/ of radius r2 D .r1 r/=2 is contained in the setUr1.A/nUr.A/. erefore
vol.Ur1.A//  vol.Ur .A//C vol.Br2.p1//:
Since r > .; vol/, we have vol.Ur.A//  .A/   r . Assuming that r is su-
ciently small, we have vol.Br2.p1//  nrn2 > r since r2 > CMr1=n. erefore
vol.Ur1.A//  .A/. To prove that.Ur1.A//  vol.A/, apply the same argument
to the setM n Ur1.A/ in place of A. is yields that
.M n Ur1.A//  vol.Ur1.M n Ur1.A///  vol.M n A/;
where the second inequality follows from the fact that Ur1.M nUr1.A// M n A.
Since.M/D vol.M/, this implies that.Ur1.A//  vol.A/. Hence0.; vol/ 
r1 and the lemma follows.
Proposition 8.3. Let X  M be a nite set and  a measure supported on
X with .M/ D vol.M/. en .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/ if and only if
0.; vol/  ".
Remark 8.4. is proposition together with Lemma 8.2 implies that if .X; /
"-approximates .M; vol/ then .; vol/  " and, conversely, if .; vol/  c"n
(where c D c.M/) then .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/.
Proof of Proposition 8.3. First assume that0.; vol/  ". en, by the denition
of 0, we have vol.U".Y //  .Y / for every Y  X . (Here we use the fact that
the boundary of U".Y / has zero volume.) is and Lemma 8.1 imply that .X; /
"-approximates .M; vol/.
Now assume that .X; / "-approximates .M; vol/ and let A M be a measur-
able set. It suces to prove that
vol.U".A//  .A/ (8.2)
and
.U".A//  vol.A/: (8.3)
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To prove (8.2), observe that
vol.U".A//  vol.U".A \X//  .A\ X/ D .A/
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 8.1. To prove (8.3), consider the
set Y D X \ U".A/. By Lemma 8.1 we have
.X n Y /  vol.U".X n Y //  vol.M n A/
where the second inequality follows from the fact that U".X n Y / M nA. Since
.X/ D vol.M/, this implies that .Y /  vol.A/ and (8.3) follows.
Computing the weights. We conclude this section by discussing howweightsi
can be computed, for a given an "-net X D ¹xiº  M . ere are several natural
ways to associate a partition ¹Viº as in Denition 1.1 to the "-net. One is to let ¹Viº
be the Voronoi decomposition of M determined by X . Another possibility is to
dene Vi D B".xi / n
S
j<i B".xj /. However actual computation of the weights
i D vol.Vi/ is these constructions may be complicated.
A more practical approach could be the following. First split M into small
subsets (of diameter at most "0 < ") whose volumes are easy to compute. To each
of these subsets, associate one of the nearby points from X . en the weight i
can be dened as the sum of volumes of the subsets associated to the point xi .
ese weights dene an ."C "0/-approximation of volume.
For example, letM  Rn be a bounded region (rather than a closed manifold).
enM (except a small neighborhood of the boundary) can be divided into small
coordinate cubes. To each cube one could associate the point of X nearest to the
cube’s center. e resulting weights are roughly equal to the volumes of Voronoi
regions but are easier to compute.
Remark 8.5. It is an interesting problem how to derive the weights from the
distance matrix of X without referring to the manifold M . Ideally, one wants a
nice, symmetric formula for i in terms of the distance matrix. We were not able
to come up with such a formula. However there is a straightforward algorithm
based on the property that a Riemannian metric is locally almost Euclidean.
Let r 2 .C "; /, Kr2  1. en r-balls in M are bi-Lipschitz close to the
r-ball in Rn. Moreover for each point xi 2 M one can construct a bi-Lipschitz
almost isometry ' W Br.xi /! Rn from distance functions of points xj 2 Br .xi /.
For example, a function of the form x 7! d.x; xj /2   d.x; xi /2 is close to a lin-
ear one in geodesic normal coordinates centered at xi . Using such functions as
coordinates and post-composing with a suitable linear transformation of Rn one
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gets a desired almost isometric map '. e image '.X \Br.X//  Rn is easy to
compute, and then the problem essentially reduces to computation of volumes of
Voronoi regions (or dierences of balls) in Rn.
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